
Hospitality and Catering Exam Prep.

To revise exam topics

Success criteria. I can:

Pass Lv 2 - You have an idea of different exam topics and can answer 

questions on these in simple terms 

Merit - You have a good idea of different exam topics and can answer 

questions on these in detailed terms 

Distinction –

You have an excellent idea of different exam topics and can answer 

questions on these in highly detailed terms 

Grade Pass Lv 1 Pass Lv 2 Merit Distinction

Score out of 

90 26 48 58 67

*



You should understand the following terms commonly used on 

examination papers:

Define: 

give the meaning of

List: 

make a list

State: 

write clearly but briefly

Describe: 

give an account of

Discuss: 

give important aspects of; give advantages and disadvantages of; give benefits and 

constraints of

Explain: 

make clear, giving reasons

Evaluate: 

give important aspects of; give your own opinion of 

Assess:

consider, weigh up, evaluate, make a judgement about

Knowing your terminology



Most common mistakes in exams:

Not knowing basic catering terms.

Confusing personal hygiene with kitchen hygiene.

Confusing safety with food safety (hygiene).

Confusing the first aid treatment for a cut with that of a burn.

Confusing restaurant manager with head chef or assistant manager.

Misreading questions.

Giving answers that are stated in the question.

Giving answers that are too brief.

Answering longer type questions with one word answers or writing a list.











Jane





*Environmental Health 

Officer

– what do they do



*Officers have a right to enter 

and inspect premises at all 

reasonable hours.



*They will discuss any 

problems and advise on 

possible solutions.



* They have the power to:

a) Inspect a premises

b) Inspect food



*Take samples, photographs and 

examine records. Seize food for 

sampling



*Serve Hygiene Improvement Notices 

where breaches of the law are 

identified



*In serious cases, carry 

out a prosecution



*Where there is an 

imminent risk, 

serve an Emergency 

Hygiene Prohibition 

Notice which forbids 

the use of the

premises or 

equipment.





Meat, fish, prepared salads, cooked rice and 

cooked pasta are High Risk Foods and must be 

stored in a fridge and not left out for long!

The danger zone of 

temperature is particularly

bad for High Risk Foods. 

Bacteria multiplies faster 

when these foods warm up

100°C

75°C

63°C

37°C

(body temperature)

5°C

1°C

-18°C

What are 

these 

temperatures?



Culinary Terms appear every year on the examination paper, make sure 

you know the following words and there meanings

Terms used Meaning Photo

Accompaniments Items offered separately to the main dish e.g. 
vegetables. 

Al dente Literally means ‘to the tooth’, i.e. firm to the 
bite. 

Au gratin Sprinkled with cheese and/or breadcrumbs 
and browned under the grill. 

Bain-marie A container of water used to keep foods hot 
without fear of burning or to cook delicate 
foods. 



Terms used Meaning Photo

Brûlée ‘Burned’, e.g. crème brûlée or burned cream

Bouquet garni A bundle of herbs

Coulis A sauce made of fruit  or vegetable purée

Croutons Cubes of toasted or fried bread

En croute ‘In a pastry case’, e.g. salmon en croute

Entrée A meat dish usually served as a main course



Terms used Meaning Photo

Flambé To cook with a flame by ‘burning’ away the 
alcohol, e.g. crêpe suzette.

Garnish A savoury decoration for food, trimmings 
served with a main item. 

Julienne Thin, matchstick-sized strips of vegetables.

Marinade A richly spiced liquid used to give flavour to 
help tenderise meat and fish.

Mise-en-place ‘Put in place’, i.e. preparation either before 
starting to cook or before serving.

Purée A smooth mixture made from food passed 
through a sieve or liquidised in a food 
processor.



Terms used Meaning Photo

Reduce To concentrate a liquid by boiling or 
simmering.

Roux A mixture of fat and flour used as a basis for 
sauce

Sauté To toss in hot fat, e.g. sauté potatoes



Equipment to serve portions of food? 

* Ladles and spoons help to serve equal portions of soup and vegetables 

* Scoops can be used for ice-cream and mashed potato

What is a Paring knife?

A multipurpose knife used for small jobs such as topping and tailing 
vegetables, removing skins from onions and preparing small fruits.

What is a Filleting knife?

A filleting knife has a medium-length blade that is narrow and 
flexible so it can bend while running along the bone structure of 
fish, particularly flat fish.

What is a Chef’s knife?

A multi-purpose knife generally used for larger items. Better 
versions will be well balanced. It can be used on many different 
ingredients such as vegetables, fruits, meat and poultry. The knife 
can be used for a variety of cutting techniques, including chopping, 
dicing shredding and slicing.

Palette knife 

Is blunt but flexible. For turning items over during the cooking 
process for example sautéed potatoes. It is also used for lifting food 
from the pan to plate. Another use is spreading, frosting onto a 
cake. A palette knife is usually fairly long.


